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ABSTRACT

The use of hydrogenated amorphous silicon material(a-Si:H) in devices such as
solar cells, active thin film transistor liquid crystal display panels, various sensors,
etc. requires an accurate model of the material characteristics and their dependence
on light intensity and light soaking over a broad temperature range.
Through the use of nonlinear parameter estimation techniques, a gap state model
and recombination parameters have been developed from temperature dependent photoconductivity data. These data include the effects of light intensity variation and
light soaking. This model provides better agreement between the model and experimental results on a-Si:H than conventional models especially in lower temperature
rep;ions. T h e results of this study are especially beneficial for use in various a-Si device simulations since it represents an accurate model of material plerformance over a
broad temperature range (125" K - 415" A
').

A computer program has been developed, which applies nonlinear parameter estimation techniques to the mathematical description of temperature dependent photocoiiductivity, for the parametric estimation of an a-Si:H gap state inodel and recombination parameters. This program produces a plausible model of a-Si deduced from
the photoconductivity data.
T h e light effects of soaking and the illumination intensity dependency of the temperature dependent photoconductivity have been analyzed using the charge distribution and t h e recombination in the localized states of a-Si:H. T h e charge distribution

-

xii

-

ant1 recombination are computed using the parameter sets obtained by applying nonlinear regression technique to experimental data for the temperature dependent photoconductivity. Simulated photoconductivity based on a positive correlation energy
defect model has been compared with simulated photoconductivity obtained from a
negative correlation energy defect model.

1. ISTRODUCTION
1. I.

Photoconductivity
Photoconductivity of amorphous silicon is a measure of the change in the elec-

trical conductivity which occurs when incident light falls on the surface of a slab of
aniorphous silicon. This incident light excites electron-hole pairs across the mobility
gap or excites trapped carriers in the localized states into the extended states. The
generated free carriers can then contribute to the conduction process.
The photoexcited nonequilibrium charge carriers exist until they disappear by
recombination processes. Generally this recombination can occur through three processes, direct recombination of a free electron with a free hole, capture of an electron
by a center where a hole is localized, capture of a hole by a center where a bound
electron exists. In steady state, the generation rate of carriers is equal to the recombination rate.
Consequently, the photoconductivity process irivolves generation of free carriers,
recombination of free carriers, and transport of the mobile carrier,;. Thus, interpretarion of photoconductivity requires a detailed recombination model based on a gap
state model of the amorphous silicon. This leads to a study of the temperature dependent photoconductivity as a good approach for modeling of rlecombination and
the gap states of amorphous silicon. However, an accurate model, defined by 3 nonlinear transcendental equations with more than 20 parameter constants, is not easy
to develop and verify.
In this thesis, experimental data of temperature dependent photoconductivity over
the range of 400 -- 125" K. for both a light soaked case and an as grown case, will be

used to obtain the gap state model. This model can be implemented for a-Si device
sirnulat ion.

1

Regression
In any system where variable quantities change, it is of interest to examine the

effects that some variables exert on others. There may be a simple functional relationship between variables. This functional relationship can be too complicated to
grasp or t o describe in simple terms. In t,his case, the functional relationships needs
t o be approximated by some simple mathematical function, such as a polynomial.
This polynomial contains the appropriate variables. and approximates to the true
fuilction over some limited range of the variables involved. By examining such a
function, the underlying true relationship may be elucidated, and the separate and
joint effects produced by changes in certain important variables can be appreciated.
When observed data are nonlinear, the nonlinear regression methodl is a good tool for
obtaining estimated values of parameters or for finding a mathematical relationship
imposed on the data.
Since the functional relationship between photoconductivity and carrier recombination in the localized states of a-Si:H cannot be described as a sirriple mathematical
function, the nonlinear regression method will be applied t o the experimental data of
teinperature dependent photoconductivity. The mathematical relationship involves
the initial assumption that a certain type of relationship, defined hy system of three
transcendental equations in unknown parameter variables, holds. The starting values for unknown parameters will be estimated using underlying assumptions and
limitations, from available data. Two sets of parameters will be estimated using assumptions of two different signs for the dangling bond correlation energy (positive
and negative). The sign of the correlation energy has been controversial. Then, using
the resulting estimated parameter sets, the details of the recombination process and
charge distribution in a-Si:H, for both the as-grown and the light soaked cases over

the temperature range of experimental data, will be examined and compared with
each other.

1

Thesis overview
There have been only a few attempts at estimating the recombination and den-

sity of states model of hydrogenated amorphous silicon. Previous models have not
given good agreement with photoconductivity data over a broad temperature range.
Because of the large number of parameters involved in the modeling of a-Si:H, the
realization of a good model is difficult. The purpose of this thesis is to develop a
gap state model and to estimate the associated parameters. A successful model must
show excellent agreement, even at low temperatures (125'

Ii), between the calculated

photoconductivity and experimentally measured photoconductivity for both as-grown
and light soaked a-Si:H.
This thesis is divided into 6 chapters. In chapter 2, the effects on the material
properties of amorphous silicon caused by prolonged light soaking, will be reviewed.
Also a theoretical gap state model for amorphous silicon, which is a basis of most
realistic models, will be discussed. In chapter 3, a nonlinear regression method, a parameter estimating tool, will be reviewed, and applied into the forrnulated equations
for photoconductivity under appropriate assumptions. This process gives shape to a
numerical computation for the parameter estimation of the model. In chapter 4, two
sets of parameters for the cases corresponding to the positive and negative correlation
energy of dangling bond will be provided using a nonlinear regression analysis through
the numerical technique discussed in chapter 3. The thermal quenching effect, and
it1:3variation with illumination intensity, will be discussed through ,an examination of
the details of the recombination process for as-grown and light soaked a-Si:H. In the
di:;cussion, the case of positive correlation energy of the dangling bonds will be compared with the case of negative correlation energy of the dangling bolnds. In chapter 5,
light soaking effects on a-Si:H will be investigated by changing the parameters one by
one when computing the temperature dependent photoconductivity. The parameter

values will be varied from the value founcl for as-grown a-Si:H to the value found for
light soaked a-Si:H. In this way, the role of changes in the a-Si:H parameters, which
arc1 responsible for a change in the photoconductivity induced by light soaking, are
examined. Finally, chapter 6 will present the conclusions of this work.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Introduction
Even though amorphous silicon exhibits photodegradation, it is used for many

device applications. This is because amorphous silicon can be easily formed on a
variety of thin film substrates. If these devices are to be optimized, it is important
t o he able t o characterize the basic material properties and the fundamentals of gap
state models accurately.
In this chapter, a few gap state models, which have been the basis of models
for device simulation, will be described along with some of the basic assumptions
and simplifications which are frequently used. Also, some material properties closely
related to the gap state models, will be discussed. This background for amorphous
sillcon is essential for developing a detailed numerical model whose parameters are
based on an analysis of temperature dependent photoconductivity as presented in the
next chapter.
2 .

Gap sta,te models
It is generally accepted that amorphous silicon doesn't have a long range order

but has crystal-like nearest neighbor configurations. This characteristic of amorphous
silicon has been shown in X-ray diffraction measurements [l][2].
In order to take into account the short range order and the long range irregularity
of amorphous semiconductors, Cohen, Fritzsch, and Ovshinsky [3]suggest a band
model (CFO Model), in which the energy hand tails off at its edge. Crystalline
silicon has a well defined forbidden energy gap with sharp band edges. See Figures 2.1
and 2.2. A boundary, called the mobility edge, has been suggested by Mott et al. [4].

At this mobility edges, the electron and hole rnobilities change from high mobility
(0.1

-

10 c n ~ ~ b ' - l s - with
~ ) band transport in the extended states to low mobility with

hopping conduction in the localized states. The valence band tail contains donor-like
states, and conduction band tail has acceptor-like states.
To describe a peak in the density of states near the Fermi level, which has been
observed in several experiments, Davis and Mott [5] modified the previous CFO-Mott
model by invoking bands of compensated levels near the middle of the gap, originating
from defects in the random network. such as dangling bonds. These dangling bond
levels are empty, D + , singly, Do, or doubly occupied, D-, by electrons. The energy
levels of D o and D- are separated by an appropriate correlation energy, liEJJ. This
relation for dangling bonds is incorporated into the Davis and Mott model, as sketched
in Fig. 2.2. Mashall and Owen's gap state model [6] showed bartds of donors and
acceptors in the upper and lower halves of the mobility gap similar to the modified
Davis and Mott model [5], from which most of the realistic gap state models are
derived.
The thermal equilibrium model, (also called defect pool model) has been developed
[7] [S] [9] [10] [l11 from the weak-bond-dangling-bond conversion model to account
for the increase in the defect concentration upon doping [12] or upon light soaking
or charge injection [13]. Unlike the former models, which assume that D o , D-, and
D'

levels originate from the same type of dangling bond defects, the defect pool

model assumes that these dangling bond levels are associated with different types of
dangling bonds, created in different energy ranges of the defect pool. Applying the law
of mass action to the weak-bond-dangling-bond reaction, Winer [1.4] found that the
positions of the D o band and D- band are located at a i B / E U vand

J,

respectively, below the D+ level at which the pool center is assunled to be located,
where

~ D is
B

a standard deviation of dangling bond state, Euv is Urbach energy of

valence band tail, and UEJJ is an effective correlation energy of the dangling bond.
As shown in Fig. 2.3, each of these three defects was considered to have two energy
levels [15] which can make the parameter estimation of a-Si:H, conlplicated.

Fig. 2.1. Schematic density of states for crystalline si-licon.

L

-

Mobility gap-
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I
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Fig. 2.2. Density of sta,tes dia,gra,mfor a-Si from the modified Davis-Mott model.

-

Mob.

Electron Energy

Fig. 2.3. Schematic density of states diagram for a-Si:H from the defect pool model.

2.3 Transport methods
Recombination determines steady state photoconductivity. When the gap state
density is small and the defect levels are strongly localized, it is generally believed
thitt the transport of electrons occurs in the extended states above the mobility edge
of conduction band, with multiple trapping of free electrons in shallow localized states
an'd their subsequent release, and with the capture of free electrons by recombination
centers [16]. This multiple trapping transport dominates the temperature activation
characteristic of the dark conductivity. A typical expression for dark conductivity is

where A E is the activation energy. In amorphous silicon, the activation energy A E
equals Ec

-

EF.

However, if there is a sufficiently high gap state density and a large amount of
wave function overlap between adjacent localized states, thermally assisted hopping
tramsitions [17] [18] [19] [20] are likely to take place. At low temperatures, it is thought
that this type of conduction is more likely to dominate than at high temperatures.
In the presence of a high density of occupied tails states, the dark conductivity for
this hopping process is according to Mott [21]

where

k is the Boltzmann constant and a is the absorption coefficient for a-Si:H.
Both types of conduction may be important contribution to carrier transport, but
the amount of the contribution depends on the gap state density and the amount of
overlap of the wave functions.

2.4

Localized States
The localized states, as defined in the CFO model, are the states situated in the

mobility gap. The well-known localized states are tail states and dangling bond states.
Bend tail localized states are an intrinsic property of amorphous materials and arise
from the lack of long range order in the material. However, dangling bond states can
be extrinsic or intrinsic, and be caused by doping content or light absorption.
2.4.1

Valence band tail states

These tail states have an exponential energy distribution like the conduction band
tail, which extends into the mobility gap at the valence band edge. The slope of this
tail distribution, Euv, known as Urbach energy, has a value of 40-80 meV [22] [23]
[24]. The Urbach energy can be obtained by measuring the slope of the exponentially
decreasing absorption coefficient in the range of 1 cm-l to about 1O3cm-'. The absol-ption coefficient in this range maps out the larger of the two band tail distributions,
which is the donor-like valence band tail.
2.4.2

Conduction band tail states

The conduction band also has a tail of localized states that have an exponential
distribution, proposed by Tiedje et al. [16] as

where k is Plank's constant, Tc is the characteristic temperature of the band tail,
and N ( E c ) is the density of states at the conduction band edge. The energy E is
measured from the bottom of the conduction band. In steady state, these acceptorlike tail states will be filled according to the FermikDirac distribution function with
a quasi Fermi level, Fn. States with E << Fn will be filled with electrons, states with

E >> F, will be empty of electrons. The characteristic energy (Urbach energy of
conduction band tail) Euc = kTc has been measured using electron Time of Flight

(TOF) current transient measurements [16] [22]. The value of Eve, depending on the
pr'eparation method, varies over the range of 25-31 meV [22] [23] [24].
2.4.3

Dangling bond states

The silicon dangling bond, a principal recombination center in hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), leads to electronic states situated near the -middle of the mobility gap. In the neutral state, the dangling bond defect can trap either electrons
or holes. Characteristics of these states have been assessed from such experiments
as photoluminescence [25] [26], electron spin resonance (ESR) [27], and optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) [28]. Some dangling bonds are created during the
growth of the film due t o hydrogen out diffusion [29]. Others appeax to be associated
with microstructural imperfections such as polymer chains [19] clr with impurities
such as oxygen, carbon, and various dopants [30] [31]. Other defect levels may arise
from interactions between impurity atoms and nearby dangling bon'ds, as well as from
weak bonds between Si atoms and impurity atoms.
The dangling bond defect may have three states of charge, positive when empty

( L ) + ) neutral
,
when occupied by one electron ( D o ), or negative when occupied by two
electrons (D- ). The effective correlation energy, UE

f ,

is the sum of the Coulombic

repulsion and local network relaxation [32]. However, the sign of U E f is still a
matter of controversy and the estimated values for UE

in the literature lie between

-0.2 eV and +0.5 eV [33]. Dersch et al. [23] has estimated U E j j as 0.4 eV from
Electron Spin Measurement (ESR) on undoped and doped a-Si:H samples, assuming
a :positive dangling bond. Stutzmann [34] corrected Dersch's estirnate t o 0.2 eV by

considering doping effects on the density of dangling bond defects using ESR and
Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy (PDS). Negative U E j j has been suggested by
Elliot [35] [36] and Adler [37]. Also Bar-Yam et al.'s calculatioin [7] revealed the
possibility of dangling bonds, with negative effective correlation energy (-2.0 eV),
which may not be observed by the ESR measurement. Stutzmann has observed that
th'e negative U E f model and the weak bond-dangling bond conversion model are

isomorphic [12]. In the positive lJEjj model, the D o level appears to be located
1.0

0.25

-

1.25eV below the conduction band edge. However, the D- level is located
0.45 eV higher than D o level.

Hydrogenation of a-Si causes the dangling bond density to be re'duced by blocking
the dangling bonds. The hydrogen serves not merely to fill the localized states, but
also to relax local strain and preserve short range order. The dangling bond density
of good quality a-Si:H, which has 15% hydrogen represents somev~hatless than 1%
of the Si atom density (E 5 x l ~ ~ ~ c r n - ~ ) .
The low slope region of a ( h v ) , which lies below the absorption edge of the exponential part of Urbach tail in the absorption spectra of a-Si:H is produced by
optical transitions involving deep defects. Considerable departure from the exponential dependence occurs at the low energy end due to the presence of transitions
coiitributed by deep localized states such as dangling bond states. Coriventional optical transmission measurements lack the sensitivity necessary for measuring small
optical absorption coefficients (a

< 103crn-') in thin films (< 10pm). Therefore,

indirect measurement such as PDS (Photothermal Deflection Spect,roscopy) [38] and
CE'M (constant photocurrent measurement) [39],which are sensitive to small changes
in absorption coefficient, are preferred for measuring subgap absorpt,ion in amorphous

semiconductors [40] [41]. In undoped a-Si:H, where the main deep defect is the Si neutral dangling bond, the dangling bond density Ns, measured through ESR(e1ectron
spin resonance) [42] is proportional to the magnitude of the low energy defect absorption. PDS measurements on undoped a-Si:H by Jackson et al. [43] showed that Ns
varies linearly with the integral of the excess absorption for more than three orders
of magnitude in Ns. The relation is expressed by

where C is a proportionality constant. A similar relation holds for a ( h v ) measured
by CPM. Unlike CPM, PDS is sensitive to any transition, involving surface and nearsurface transitions, which generate heat. However, PDS does not detect transitions in

which the photoexcited carriers recombine radiatively [41] [42]. The experimentally
determined empirical relationship linking 1Vs and aLDSand a:"

[44] in a-Si:H is

It is reported by Mahan et al. [45] that Euv(valence band Urbach energy) in
a-!<iC:H increases as the optical band gap is increased by increasing the carbon content of the alloy.

Weak bonds, which have the potential to be transformed into

dangling bonds(meta stable defects) by prolonged illumination, are thought to form
exponentially distributed valence band tail states of slope kTv, and are in chemical
equilibrium with available defects during the deposition [46] [13]. Thus, an increase
jn Urbach energy, Evv, increases the dangling bond density. This means that ELiv
has a positive correlation with the dangling bond density [47]. Therefore, one should
minimize Euv t o achieve low mid-gap density.
2.4.4

Photodegradation

The light induced instability in the conductivity of a-Si:H and its alloys with
cai-bon and germanium, known as the Staebler-Wronski effect [48] [49], affects the
coiiductivi ty through the creation of meta-stable recombination centers and charged
traps. Metastable defects are considered t o be created by a variety #ofdifferent means
including illumination, current flow [50], electric field [51], doping [52], and rapid
thermal quenching [53]. These states can be annealed out at temperatures of 150 200OC maintained for about 1 hour. However, doping-induced dangling bond defects
are known to be stable and cannot be annealed out.
Adler [54] proposed that recombination through dangling bonds caused metastable
deFect creation, and Stutzmann [55] proposed that metastable defect,sare produced by
band to band or band tail to band tail transitions. Theories of which recombination
causes metastable defects are still controversial.
It has been reported by Kokalios et al. [56] that the transient characteristic of
degradation and annealing could be fit by a stretched exponential form which desciibes the motion of hydrogen in a-Si:H as well. Using this form, ltedfield et al. [57]

have expressed the density of metastable defects N as follows.

where NsAT and No are initial and steady-state densities,
stant, and ,il
is the stretched parameter. The quantity

T

T

is an effective time con-

contains the excitation rate

(light intensity) and decay coefficients. Tests for degradation with time by Park et
al. [58] support this transient behavior. Also Redfield [57] predicted the dependence
of NsAT on light intensity and temperature during degradation using a four-term rate
equation that includes two new processes (carrier induced annealing and thermal defect generation) along with a carrier induced defect generation and thermal annealing.
In his prediction. NsAT should be independent of both temperature and light intensity
in a temperature range lower than about 90°C. -4t higher temperatures, quantitative
changes in NsAT were predicted since thermal annealing and defect generation become
important. Tests by Isomura et al. [59] provide support for this prediction. However,
it is not clear whether NSAATat low temperature occurs because of the exhaustion of
convertible sites to defects or because of the attainment of a steady state between
annealing and generation of defects.
In 1985, Smith et al. [60] first suggested that there is a cooling rate dependent
ternperature, T E ,above which the defect structure of a-Si:H remains in thermal equilibrium and below which the structure at TE is frozen in. Thus, TE is determined
at the temperature where the rate of cooling is equal to the recipirocal value of the
ternperature dependence of the annealing time [61]. The structure frozen in by rapid
thermal quenching slowly relaxes with a temperature dependent time constant at
ternperatures lower than TE. The time to reach equilibrium becomles longer at lower
ternperatures and at high light intensities [62].

A defect pool model [63] has been considered to account for the large changes
observed in the gap state distribution of a-Si:H. This model uses a defect pool function. This function represents the distribution of all possible defect state energies
and defect formation energies at which the system can choose to create a defect state.

However, the defect structure in the material based on this model remains controversial. The weak bond (valence band tail state) to dangling bond conversion model,
originally proposed by Stutzmann [12] successfully describes the positive correlation
between dangling bonds and the Urbach energy [44] [64]. In Ref. [15]. Schumm et
al., calculated ATsATusing a defect pool model. The calculated value shows relatively
good agreement with the experimental value where

iGAThas

a positive correlation

wil;h the initial defect density, the Urbach energy, and hydrogen content.
It is generally agreed that the photo-degradation is correlated with a microscopic
structural change and is also associated with the presence of hydrogen in the amorphous network. The hydrogen influences the material by causing the saturation of
dangling bonds or by causing separation of broken Si-Si bonds into two distant dangling bonds through SiH bond flipping. No experiment has verified which of the
existing models correctly describes the microstructural change in the amorphous network.
2.5

Preparation of a-Si:H
Among the known methods for preparing amorphous silicon, the glow discharge

method, sputtering method, and chemical vapor deposition method are common and
pol~ular.The glo~vdischarge method deconiposes silane using a dc or a high frequency
elelctric field to produce a plasma containing ions and other reactive species, tvhich
cortdense on a heated substrate, at 200

-

400°C, to form an amorphous solid rich

in hydrogen. In t,he high frequency glow discharge method, the power is coupled
inductively or capacitively using external electrodes, or capacitively with internal
ele~ytrodes. An additional dc transverse electric field can be usecl to stabilize the
discharge or a dc magnetic field can be used to confine the plasrrta, increasing it's
density and minimizing contamination due to bombardment of the chamber walls.
The glow discharge also may be fed at the power line frequency, in which case it is
called an ac glow discharge.

The sputtering method, a glow-discharge technique, is a well-developed process
ca,pable of fast deposition, when the source of silicon is a solid silicon target that
is bombarded by

N

1-keV argon ions. Silicon atoms are sputtered and transported

through the plasma to a heated substrate. A controlled amount of hydrogen added
to the sputtering gas is atomized and reacts with the sputtered silicon.
The pyrolytic decomposition of silane at 4509C, known as chemical vapor deposition (CVD). produces an amorphous film. When disilane is used as the source of
silicon, the deposition rate is much faster and can proceed at much lower temperature (300°C), thereby reducing the amount of hydrogen. a-Si:H produced in this way
contains a small concentration of hydrogen (about 2 at. %).
2.6

Application of a-Si:H
In spite of the degradation effect of prolonged illumination, the application of

a-Si:H has expanded considerably to many devices such as solar cells, photosensors,
photoreceptors, and thin film transistors because the material offers good manufacturability over a large area, i.e., uniformity, reproducibility, stability, and fine patterning.
Anlorphous silicon solar cells were fabricated for the first time in 1976 [65]. Although the conversion efficiency of these first cells were only 2.4%, it has been improved to about 12.3% under AM1 illumination [66]
Amorphous silicon has a high resistivity. This property is reflected by the low
leakage current of a-Si thin film transistors (TFT), which matches vvell with the high
resistivity of liquid crystals. Hence, it is used as a switching device for flat panel
active-matrix liquid crystal display (AMLCD). This high resistivity also allows a long
cha,rge storage time for charge coupled devices (CCD). CCDs have simpler structures
tha.n field effect transistors, however the major ~ r o b l e min using a-Si:H for CCD
applications lies in the high density of traps or localized states in the bandgap.
T h e high photoconductivity of a-Si:H is utilized in device a p plications such as
linear and area image sensors. These devices have been developed, as an alternative

to charge coupled devices, using p-i-n photodiodes and thin film transistors

[67].

These sensors use two photoconductors and a thin film transistor [68]. These sensors
have applications in facsimile machines, scanners, and color copier:;.
Amorphous silicon p-i-n diodes can be used as ionizing particle detectors [69]
and X-ray detectors [70]. The major factors favoring a-Si:H for this application are
low cost, large area, low radiation damage, and ease of integration of the read-out
electronics.
Visible thin film light emitting diodes made of a-SiC:H [71] and of a-SiN:H/aSi(2:H heterojunctions [72] have been developed. These carbon alloys which have a
wilde band gap have the potential for application to large area and low cost multicolor or tunable color displays. However, the reported brightness is still too low for
practical application in display panels.

3. MATFIEM,4TICAL MODELING AND NUMERICAL SlOLUTION
TECHNIQUES

3.1. Introduction
In order to simulate amorphous silicon based devices accurately, it is essential to
model the amorphous silicon material correctly. This precise modeling of the amorphous silicon material, including a gap state model and proper choice of recornbination parameters, allows a detailed interpretation of the features of' the temperature
dependent photoconductivity.
In this chapter, a few gap state models, which are the basis of a realistic gap
state model for device simulation, will be described along with some of the basic
assumptions and simplifications. Also some material properties, closely related to
the gap state models, will be discussed. This background for amorphous silicon is
essential for developing a detailed numerical model based on temperature dependent
photoconductivity which is presented in the next chapter.
In addition to the multiple trapping model [73] [74] [75] [76] [7'i] in cornmon use
for photoconductive simulation, a hopping conductivity model in lolzalized states was
proposed by Spear et al. [78]. Although this hopping conduction is supposed to be the
cause of the decrease of photoconductivity with an activated temperature dependence
at low temperatures [79] [80] [Sl],this transport has never been included in a realistic
computer model for photoconductivity. All computer simulations are based on the
multiple trapping model.

A new multiple trapping model, by Abraham et al. [20], which includes trapped
carriers transitions between localized states and from these states to recombination
centers, has been applied to transient photocurrent measurements. This model results
in a much more rapid decrease of the photocurrent decay than in the conventional

nlultiple trapping model. Also, another multiple trapping model by Yoon et al. [S2],
added trapped carrier transitions between dangling bond states and tail states. This
was used in order t o explain the activated form of the temperature dependent photoconductivity at low temperatures. However, in their simulation, the recombination
at dangling bond states between the free carriers and trapped carriers at the tail
sta,tes are ignored. This can lead to an incorrect interpretation of' the temperature
dependent photoconductivity properties.

A model with an energy dependent capture cross section for b a r d tail recombination has been used for simulation of temperature dependent photoconductivity [SI].
However, this energy dependent property doesn't resolve the activated behavior in the
photoconductivity at low temperatures, and makes the simulation rnore complicated.
The measured values of band gap and the estimated values of capture cross section
in the localized states span a wide range. Thus, the choice of the parameters is subject
to controversy. In this chapter, a simple band gap model, the various nonlinear
regression algorithms, and a numerical formulation associated with the band gap
model and Levenberg-Marquardt regression are presented.
3.2

Effective density of states
As shown in Fig. 3.1, the model used in this study has const,ant values of the

density of states in the extended states. This assumptions is used for simplicity of
dependence
calculation. T h e constant value, as shown below, leads to a temper4%ture
of the effective density of states in the model. The number of occupied extended state
levl~lsabove t h e conduction band mobility edge is given by

where

Ec is t h e energy

N ( E )is

which separates the extended states from the localized states.

the density of states of the conduction band extended sta,tes.

F(E)is

the

Fermi-Dirac distribution function, given by

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T the absolute temperature, and EF the Fermi
energy.
Assuming Boltzmann statistics when the Fermi level is several kT below E c ,
ea uation 3.2 becomes

Under the assumption of a flat density of extended states, which means N ( E ) =

NiEc) for E > Ec, substituting e q uation 3.3 into 3.1, yields

Likewise.

Thus, for the nondegenerate case and under the assumption of a constant density
of states in both conduction and valence band extended states, the effective density
of states can be expressed as Nc,\. = N(EcTv)kT, which is linearly temperature
dependent. This relation, based on constant density of the extended states, has been
used for calculating the effective density of states from the estimat,et-ldensity of states
at the mobility edge [S3].

3.3 Localized states
The bandgap model and the electron transitions for the tail states and dangling
bond levels, consisting of carrier capture and emission processes, which is considered
here as shown in Fig. 3.1. For non-equilibrium conditions, the occupancy of the
localized states is modeled by a pp lication of the Taylor and Sirrlmons occupancy
statistics [84] to the band tails, and the application of the multilevel statistics of

Fig. 3.1. Schernatic illustration of the density of states and a reprlzsentation of the
electronic transitions in a-Si:H.

Sah [85]to the Gaussian distributed dangling bonds. For equilibrium conditions, the
occupation of band tails is modeled by application of Fermi-Dirac :statistics, and the
and Hamakawa
occupation of dangling bonds is modeled by application of O k a m o t , ~
statistics [86]. As can be seen in Fig. 3.1, only electronic transitions between the
localized states and extended states are considered in our model ca,lculation.
3.3.1

Equilibrium condition

The electron or hole transitions, illustrated in Fig. 3.1, are expressed as the carrier
c a l ~ t u r erates at empty trap centers from the extended states, or the carrier emission
rate at filled trap centers to the extended states. Expressing the transitions according
to Shockley-Read statistics,

where Tl - T8 are related t o the electron transitions through dangling bonds, C,,
ant1 C,, are the electron capture coefficients to D+ and D o , respectively, C,,

and

C,,, are the hole capture coefficients to D- and Do, respectively, en, and en, are
the electron emission coefficients from D o and D + , respectively. Meanwhile, Tg- T16
represent electron transitions through the band tails, C,, and C,, are the electron
anti hole capture coefficients at the conduction band tail,respectively, C,, and Cvpare
the electron and hole capture coefficients at the valence band tail,respectively, e,,,
ecp,evn, and evp are the electron and hole emission coefficients at band tails, n,b and
p,b are densities of conduction band tail states which are filled with electrons and are
emptied, respectively, while pvb and nvb are densities of valence band tail states being
filled with holes and being emptied, respectively. The capture coeff~cientshave units
of cm 3 /sec, and the emission coefficients have units of l/sec.

The Okamoto-Hamakawa o cupation functions for dangling bonds are

c

wh.ere UEtt is the effective correlation energy of dangling bonds.
For equilibrium, the principle of detailed balance [87] is applie'd to the dangling
bonds interaction with the extended states. Because detailed balance requires four
furidamental processes to self balance with their inverse processes, four e q uations
result. They are TI = T2, T3 = T4, Ts = T6, and T7 = Ts. Solving for emission
cor:fficients from these equations using the Shockley-Read expressions given above in
eqns. 3.6 and 3.7 for the corresponding electron transitions, one obtains

where the subscript "o'? denotes that the quantity is considered under equilibrium
cortdition,

uth

is the thermal velocity of electrons, a denotes the capture cross section

for the corresponding subscript which has same meaning as that for the emission rate.
Errlission and capture coefficients are assumed to be remained approximately equal
to their corresponding values under nonequilibrium condition. Thus, we use the same
notation for the emission and capture coefficients as those for the nonequilibrium
condition.
Substituting equations 3.10 3.11 3.12 3.3 3.5 into n3,p3, n4,p4, which are obtained
froin equations 3 . 1 3 3.16, yields
ni = 2kTN(Ec)ezp[-

Ec - En-,,
kT

1,

However, in order to calculate the charge densities of dangling bonds, the energy level
positions in eqns. 3.17- 3.20 should be changed to the relative energy level position
of

'DCENTER

[88],which are E

+ 0.5UEjj and

E

-

0.5UEjj for E D - / , and ED+/o,

respectively. Then, the above four equations become

nl = 2kTN(Ec)exp[-

Ec

E
1
pl = ,kTAr(Ev)exp[-

-

E

-

0.5UEjj
1 7

+

kT
0 . 5 U ~ jj Ev
kT
1,

Ec - E $ 0.5UEjj
1
n2= -kTN(Ec)exp[1,
kT
2
E - 0.5UEjj - E v
p2 = 2 k T N ( E v ) e x p [ 1kT

(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)

These new pxameters are also used in the calculating the recombination and charge
densities of dangling bonds for the nonequilibrium case. Equations 3.21-3.24 for

n l , p l , n 2 , p 2 can be used to simplify the dangling bond occupation functions, given
in equations 3.10-3.12. After a bit of manipulation using no and po, we arrive at the
result

where D T ( E ) is the distribution of the total dangling bond density given as

where a ~ is, the standard deviation of the dangling bond distribution. These results
are useful for solving for the equilibrium carrier densities, no and p,,, from the charge
neutrality equation under equilibrium condition.
Applying the principle of detailed balance [87] t o the tail state;; interaction with
the extended states, one can obtain two equations, for the contluction band tail
states, which are T9 = Tlo, Tll = T12. From these equations, solving for the emission
coefficients using eqns. 3.8, yields
ecn E! ecno=

Ccn~cbono
= n3Ccn ,
ncbo

where
n3=--Pcbono
ncbo

-

k T N (Ec)exp[- Ec

-

X-T

E
11

Likewise, for the valence tail states, emission pa,rameters, p4 and n4, can be obtained from T13= T14,and T15= T16using eqn. 3.9. They are

T h e tail state occupation, under dark conditions, is modeled by Ithe application of
Fermi-Dirac statistics. Simplifying the trapped charge densities at tail states using
eqrls. 3.4 3.32 3.33, after a bit of manipula,tion,one obtains

where

Euv

and Euc are the slopes (Urbach Energy) of exponeritially distributed

valence and conduction band tails, respectively.
The dangling bond occupation functions, expressed in equations 3.2.5-3.27, can
be derived from equations 3.44 and 3.45 by setting the recombinittion through the
dangling bonds to zero and eliminating the capture cross sections in the equations.
This means that the Okamoto-Hamakawa functions for the dangling bonds are consis tent with the Sah's multi-level statistics for nonequilibrium conditions just as the
Fermi-Dirac function is consistent with the Simmons-Taylor statistics [84].
3.32

Nonequilibrium conditions

An electron recombines at a localized state level with a hole. Tlhus, under steady
stake conditions, even though the net recombination rates don't vanish, the electron
recombination rates are equal to the hole recombination rates at a localized state
level. Under steady state conditions, the net rate of electrons or holes transitions are
zero at a level of localized states. Thus, at the two levels of the daiigling bond sites,
the net rates of transitions are

where Tl -'Tg are electron flows represented in Fig. 3.1, C,,,

C,,, C,np,and C,, denote

the capture coefficients for holes at n o - , electrons at noo, electrons at n o t , and holes
at

DO,

respectively. Equation 3.37 represents the balance of carrier transitions at

DM/",while eqn. 3.38 depicts it at DS/". The emission to capture coefficient ratios,
n l , n2,pl,and p2 remain fixed at their equilibrium values derived in eqns. 3.21 - 3.24.
To derive the charged dangling bond densities, solve for the ratios, no-/no0 and
no+ 1

~ 2 ~ from
0 , eqns. 3.37 and 3.38, respectively,

from which, and from the relation,no+

+ no- + noo = DT(E), afteir a bit of manipu-

lation, one can obtain the trapped charge densities at the dangling bonds:

where D T ( E ) is same as eqn. 3.28.
The net electron recombination at a trap equals the net hole recombination rate
at the trap center. Considering the net electron recombinatiorl at l?D+loand the net
hole recombination at ED-/,,

Similarly, the trapped charge densities and recombination rates at the tail states
can be calculated. Under nonequilibrium steady state conditions, the net rate of
electrons and holes transitions are zero at a level of the conductioil band tail state,
and are written as

where the first two terms represent the electron transitions, while the second two
terins correspond to the hole transitions in the band.
Likewise, for the valence band tail, one can write the net rates for electron and
hole transitions as follows:

The density of states of the conduction band tail, Ncs(E), consists of electron
charge density of states,ncB, and neutral density of states, p c s . IJsing this relation
an'd eqn. 3.46, one can obtain

where

E - Ec
N c ~ ( E=) N ( E c ) r x ~ ( Eoc ) for
= N(Ec)

for

E < Ec,

(3.50)

> Ec,

(3.51)

E

where Euc is the Urbach energy of the exponentially distributed conduction band
tail.
The net carrier recombination rate at the conduction band tail can be calculated
by integrating transitions corresponding to T9- Tlofor net elect'ron recombination or

Tlz
-Tll
for net hole recombination. Under steady state conditions, the values of both
T9 - Tloand T l z- TI1 are equal because an electron recombines with a hole and is
annihilated. Expressing the total recombination at a conduction bartd tail state using
electron transitions from the conduction band tail to the conductioln band extended
state,

For a valence band state, the total occupied positive charge density and the net

+

recombination rate at the valence band tail using the relation, Nvjs(E) = pWb(E)
n u b ( E )and eqn. 3.47 is as follows:

Ec

NVB(E)Tub (E)
dE7
~+TvB(E)

= N(Ev)

forE

< Ev,

(3.56)

where Euv is the Urbach energy of the exponentially distributed valence band tail.
- T14
in eqn. 3.47, the net recombination rate can be
From the transition, T13

obtained as

The ionized donor concentration is modeled using the assumption of a Gaussianshaped donor profile. It is expressed as

where

go is the degeneracy factor of the donor level and equals 2 1891.

EDAcorresponds to

an average donor level.
3.4

Numerical integration
The integrals containing the Gaussian distributed dangling bonds or donors are

calculated using a $point Hermite intergration. The integrals involving the exponentially distributed tail states are computed using a 15-point Laguerre integration.
These methods which yield quite accurate results with speedy coinputation are described by Gray [88].
3.5

Photoconductivity
Usually amorphous semiconductors have lots of trapped charges in the localized

states.

Applying charge neutrality, under equilibrium condition, t o the trapped

charges in the localized states, eqns. 3.25 3.27 3.35 3.36, and t o the free carriers,
yields

Eliminating po in eqn. 3.60 using the np product relationship, nopo = n f , and eqns 3.5
and. 3.4 yields

where

Eqn. 3.61 is numerically solved for no. Substituting this no into eqn. 3.62, yields p,.
For a-Si:H, the density of free electrons and holes is much sinaller than that
trapped in the localized states. Also, the direct recombination of an electron in
the conduction band with a hole in the valence .band is likely to be unimportant
since the efficiency of the radiative transition was found to be very weak at room
temperature [2.5]. For these reasons and simplicity of calculation the (directmechanism
is ignored. When a-Si:H is illuminated uniformly, the absorbed photons with energy
greater than the optical band gap of the sample generate electron-hole pairs at a rate,

G, by band to band optical transitions. Recombination at the surface is assumed to
be small and is ignored. Thus, recombination through the tail stakes and dangling
bond states, must be equal t o the generation rate G. This leads to

These two sin~ultaneousequations can be numerically solved for the steady state
free carrier concentrations n and p under illumination. If no, p,, n, p are given, the
photoconductivity,

aph,

defined as the conductivity under illurnination minus the dark

conductivity, is simply calculated from

where p, and pn are free carrier mobilitiesfor electrons and holes and e is the electronic
charge.
3.6

Nonlinear regression methods

A nonlinear regression model is one in which the parameters to be estimated
appear nonlinearly. The model functions for the photoconductivity, which consist of
equations 3.61, 3.62, 3.63, 3.64, and 3.65, are not a simple function of the independent
variable, the sample temperature, t , the parameter, 8. However, assuming that we
have a regression model with a known simple functional relationship .F, n observations,
ancl k unknown parameters to be estimated, the model can be written as

whl~re8 = (01, 02,03, - . . , Ok)' is the vector of k unknown parameters to be estimated,
the input or independent variables, the temperature t = ( t l , t 2 , t : ~- ,
dinlensional vectors whose values are known, and the errors, e =

- , t,)',

(€1, ~ 2 ~, 3

are n-

,- .- , En)',

are k-dimensional vectors with zero average. The response variable p, in our case, the
measured photoconductivity data,

a,h,

also called the independent variable, deviates

from the expected value given by the curve of the model function by an amount e .
The least squares estimate of 8, denoted by 8': can be derived by minimizing the
error sum of squares, which is

There are two approaches to find the minimum [go] [91] [92]. The first approach
is to minimize S(8) by differentiating equation 3.67 with respect to 8

, setting

deiyivative equal to zero, as follows:

Writing

fi

in place of fi(ti, ) and S in place of S(8*), this equation leads to

x"
i=l

afi

=(pi

- f i ) = X'e = 0 ,

the

-
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where X is the n x k Jacobian matrix defined as

I

afn
-

afn
-

ao, as,

...

-

This equation provides k nonlinear "normal equations". An iterative numerical
method can be developed to solve these normal equations. However, in the nonlinear
situation, both X ( 6 ) and f ( 6 ) are functions of 6 . A closed form solution generally
does not exist when the number of parameters are large.

A second approach to finding the parameter vector 0 for the miriimum residual is
the linear approximation [go] [91] [92]. Using this approach, Gauss-Yewton, Newton,
the steepest descent, and Levenberg-Marquardt 's algorithms [93] [94] [95] have been
developed.
The Gauss-Newton algorithm uses first order linear approximation methods. Taking a linear Taylor series approximation to f (6) about the point O,, the initial value
of parameter 0:

f ( 0 ) = f(0,)

+ X ( 0 - 0,) + - - -.

(3.71)

Rewriting and manipulating the normal equation 3.69 then gives

X'e = 0 ,
-

f ) = 0,

X'f = X ' p ,
into which, by substituting the first two terms of eqn. 3.71, one can get

+

X 1 X ( 6 - 6,)
Assuming tha,t p

-

=

X1(f(fl,) X(fl- 0,)) = X'P,

(3.73)

= X 1 ( p- f (6,)).

(3.74)

X'p

- X'f (6,)

f(6,) equals e and letting 6 = 0 - O,, eqn. 21.74 becomes

which is called the Gauss-Newton step for nonlinear regression. If a new parameter
set 8 is formed, the new parameter set can lead to another set of revised estimates.
This iteration process is continued until the parameter solution converges to some
specified amount.
The Newton nonlinear regression algorithm based on the quadratic approximation
of S(8), is given by

where

= X'X

+ N,

where

The minimlim of eqn. 3.76 with respect to 19 occurs when

from which, 6, called the Newton step, is derived as

6 = 8 - 8, = - [H(o,)]-lG(8,) = [X'X + B]-'X'e.

(3.80)

The Gauss-Newton step can be derived from this Newton step by ignoring B in
the eqn. 3.80. The simplicity of the Gauss-Newton algorithm saves both and time
and storage for computing the regression. It also deteriorates the local convergence

properties of Gauss-Newton regression step because it is a simpler form of the

I ewton
Y

step. Therefore, this relation shows both the strength and the weakness of GaussNewton based algorithm. In equation B , e k is just the random measurement error
of each observation point. This error can have either sign, and shoi~ldin general be
uncorrelated with the model. Thus, B tends t o cancel out when surnmed over k.
The Levenberg-blarquardt step [93] [94], a modified version of the Newton step is
expressed as

S = [x'x+~D]-'x'e

(3.81)

whl-re D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements of X'X., q is a positive
scalar constant. This algorithm provides a method for interpolailing between the
Gauss-Newton and Steepest Descent methods. .4s q goes t o zero, the LevenbergMarquardt direction approaches Gauss-Newton. Also as 7 goes t,o infinity, it apprclaches the steepest descent. Marquardt's studies indicate that t he average angle
between Gauss-Newton and steepest descent direction is about 90'. Thus, a choice of

q between 0 and infinity produces a compromise direction between the Gauss-Newton
ant1 steepest descent direction. The Newton method needs the second derivatives of
the model function with respect t o t h e model parameters 0 as shoun in eqn. 3.80. If
the number of parameters is large or the model function is too complicated to calculate t h e second derivative in the Hessian, eqn. 3.77, which forms the Newton step, the
Newton method is time consuming in the computing process. Thus, it is not suitable
for this application. For our conductivity model, consisting of three transcendental equations and eighteen parameters t o be estimated, the Levenberg-Marquardt's
method is most appropriate for the regression.

3.7 Parameter estimating procedure
T h e Levenberg-Marquardt step as shown in eqn. 3.81, requires the first derivative of t h e model function. The independent variable, photoconducivity a,h, is not
a simple function (y=f(x,O) form) of parameters or of the independent variable, temperature. However, knowing that n,,p,,

n , and p are a function of the parameter 0

and applying the chain rule in the calculation of the derivative for t'he model parameters, we can derive the first derivatives for all model parameters. Differentiating the
photoconductivity expressed as eqn. 3.65 , the first derivatives are

Under nonequilibrium conditions, the total recombinat'ion rate and the charge
density are functions of 8, n, and p, while, for equilibrium conditions, the total charge
density is a function of 8, n,, and p,. n, p, n,, and p, are functions of 8. This leads
to use of the chain rule to derive d n l d 8 and dpld8.
Taking the partial derivatives of eqns. 3.63, 3.64 with n , p, and 8,

where Q and R are the total charge density and the total recomt)ination rates expressed in eqns. 3.63 and 3.64, respectively. The total charge density consists of
charge trapped in the dangling bonds and the tails states, the ionized donors, and
free electron and hole densities. d n l d 6 and dpldt7 are obtained by solving the above
sinlultaneous eqns. 3.83 and 3.84. Solving for them, one can write

Under equilibrium conditions, the total recombination rate through the dangling
bonds and the tail states are considered to be zero. Under dark conditions, it should
be noted that the derivative of the total charge density with respect to 8 is not zero
ev'en though the total charge density is zero, because of the charge neutrality condition
in the a-Si sample. Taking the derivative of 3.61 with respect t o n,,, p,, and 8, yields

where Qo is the total charge and carrier density in dark conditions.
After a bit of manipulation which uses substitution of the above four eqns. 3.833.86 into eqn. 3.82, we arrive at the result for the first derivative of {,hephotoconductance;

The programming schematic flow chart, used for the estimation of a-Si:H pararneters, is illustrated in Fig. 3.2, where the whole parameter estimation process is
described. After setting the starting values of the a-Si:B material parameters, taken
from available published data, the free carrier densities are computed, at all observation points n , using the Newton-Raphson method. These free carrier densities are
used in obtaining the value of photoconductivity as described in 3.!5 and the value of
the Levenberg-Marquardt step mentioned in section 3.6. Also, the residuals of the
est,imated photoconductivity are calculated.
The next procedure is to derive the Levenberg-Marquardt step. This step requires the use of the first derivative of the model function for the photoconductivity.
eqn. 3.89, since the second derivatives in the Hessian are approximated using the two
first derivatives.

By adding the result of this step to the old parameter set, a new parameter set is
obtained. If the convergence of the residual or the parameters is not satisfactory, the
iteration process is continued until they converge.

Solve n, p, no,p,,
(Newton Rapson method)

x =-aoPh
,

aeh

Sk = 0.5e1e,and

AOk = (X'X + h diag(XIX))-'X'e

--)

ktk+l 4
NO

hthp

4

NO

Fig. 3.2. Flow diagram for the computation of parameter estimates

4.1

Introduction
The dangling bonds in hydrogenated amorphous silicon are thought t o produce two

localized defect states within the mobility gap. These two states differ in energy by
the correlation energy. The correlation energy arises from the sum of the repulsive and
attractive interaction between two electrons with opposite spins in a defect site [37].

The negative correlation energy corresponds to the case of chalcogenide glasses [96].
However, the sign of the correlation energy for the dangling bonds in hydrogenated
amorphous silicon is still a subject of controversy.

The possibil~tyof a negative

correlation energy has been suggested by Elliot [35] [36] and Adler [37] whereas Allan
et al. [97] estimated a positive correlation energy from his calculati~ons.
In this chapter, two band gap state models, one model with a positive correlation
energy and the other model with a negative correlation energy, have been considered for the nonlinear regression fit to experimental data for photoconductivity. The
resulting parameter sets along with corresponding bandgap models are presented.
Using these parameter sets, the temperature dependent charge distribution and recombination kinetics, for these two model cases, are investigated artd compared with
one another.

4 .

Assumptions and limitations
In order to fit the models to experimental data, we have chosen the measured

photoconductivity results of hllcMahon et al. [80]not only because they represent clear
evidence of thermal quenching in the temperature dependent photoconductivity, but
also because Mcklahon provided the values of the ill~rninat~ion
intensities for both the

as-grown and the 90 hour light soaked cases. This information about illumination is
required for t h e model parameter estimation. However. the value of the dangling bond
density was unknown, and had to be included in the parameter set to be estimated.
Although there was no mention about the doping levels for the samples in McMahon's
results, we assume the samples are unintentionally doped with donor impurities. The
least squares fitting process yields a parameter set which is obtained at a minimum
residual, error sum of squares. It is necessary t o limit values of appropriate parameters
to keep them within known ranges. T h e following several limitations were used for
the parameter sets to prevent the parameters from exceeding known limitations. T h e
electron capture cross section of the positively charged dangling bonds is larger than
the electron capture cross section of the neutral dangling bonds, whille t h e hole capture
cross section of the negatively charged dangling bonds is larger than the hole capture
cross section of the neutral dangling bonds. These assumptions are used because of
the Coulombic attraction between opposite charges. Also for this re~ason,the electron
capture cross section is assumed larger than the hole capture cro,ss section for the
valence band tail, while the hole capture cross section is considered to be larger than
the electron capture cross section for the conduction band tail. For simplicity of
calculation and without much loss of physical significance, the tail state capture cross
sections are taken t o be independent of energy and temperature. The mobilities in
the bands are taken t o be independent of temperature and are chosen as p,=10 and
p, =1 for electrons and holes, respectively. These values of mobilities are in agreement
with the derivation of the microscopic mobilities by Tiedje et al. [22].Also the carrier
thermal velocity is

-

crn - sec-',
where T is the temperature of the amorphous silicon film sample in degrees Kelvin.
T h e mobility gap is often assumed to be t h e optical bandgap, Eo,,t, which is found
t o be dependent on t h e temperature [98] [99], however, the mobility gap was taken
t o be temperatllre independent for simplicity of calculation. The curve fitting with
the assumption of a temperature dependent mobility gap did not show significantly

different results from those obtained without temperature dependency in mobility
gap.
T h e donor level is set 0.2 eV below the conduction bend edge and the standard
delriation of the donor distribution is 0.04 eV. These two parameters for the donor
profile are assumed to be unchanged by light soaking.

4.3

Starting values for the parameter estimation
To ensure a successful para.meter estimation using nonlinear regression, it is im-

portant t o obtain good starting values for the parameters, from which convergence
is quickly obtained. We have taken most of the starting values for the parameters of
a-Si:H from Park et a1 [100].

4.4

Results
The fitting procedure for the photoconductivity model functions, described in

chapter 3, is applied t o the measured

O,h

[81,1] for the as-grown case at G = 1.4 x

1016cm3s-1and G = 1.4 x 101scm3s-1. The parameters found for the as-grown case,

,
DCEN~ER
U ,E F F )
except for the dangling bond related parameters ( D T O ~ A LODB,
and slopes of band tails ( E u v , Ecic), are held fixed at the as-grown values as the
nonlinear fitting procedure is applied t o the light soaked case for G =: 1.4 x 1016cm3s-1
and G = 1.4 x 101scm3s-1.
The resultant parameter estimates are shown in Table 4.1 ant1 Table 4.2. The
values in parenthesis are the standard errors of the parameters. The parameter set
in Table 4.1 is based on the assumption of a positive correlation energy, while the
parameter set in Table 4.2 is derived assuming a negative correlation energy.
The calculated a,h, using the estimated parameters, a t G = 1.4 x 1017cm3s-1,
art: plotted in figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.16, and 4.17. Even though the experimental data a t

G = 1.4 x 1017cm3s-1 are not involved in the parameter estimation, this calculation
shows excellent agreement with the measured uph.

4.4.1 Capture cross sections for dangling bonds
The parameters related t o the localized states in a-Si:H are a subject of controversy. In the literatures [ l o l ] [I021 [I031 [lo41 [27] [I051 [106], most of the estimated
values for the electron capture cross section of the neutral dangling bond are between

1 x 10-l7 and 5 x 10-'5cm2, while the estimated values, for the hole capture cross
section for the neutral dangling bond, lies between 1 x 10-l7 and 8 x 10-"cm2.
Recently, from the frequency resolved photocurrent spectroscopy measurement
of undoped and phosphorous doped a-Si:H specimens, Hattori et al. [I071 have the
estimated the electron capture cross sections to be 8 x 10-15cm2 for the positively
charged dangling bond. This result was obtained using the assumption that the free
elelctron mobility is 10

cm2V-'set-' and electron thermal velocity 1s lo7 cm - sec-'

at 300" Iir.
Street [lo21 derived the electron and hole capture cross sections for neutral dangling bonds from prN products derived from time of flight transient photoconductivity measurements. The values he obtained are 4 x 10-'5cm%nd

d x 10-l5 cm 2 for

electrons and holes, respectively. He assumed a ballistic capture model [108] to calculate the capture cross sections. However. for the ballistic model, the electron mean
free path for scattering is considerably longer than the capture radius of the trap.
This situation is most often encountered in high mobility solids such as crystalline
silicon and germanium, but would not be expected in low mobility a-Si:H. Also using
this method, he reported the four capture cross sections for dangling bonds [105].
These values are listed in Table 4.3.
Doghmane and Spear [lo61 estimated the hole capture cross slection for neutral
dangling bonds and the electron capture cross section for neutral dangling bonds from
the double injection experiments on a-Si:H p+

- i - n+, p+ - .ir -

n+, and p+ - n - n+

junctions. These values are listed in Table 4.3. Also, for reactively sputtered a-Si:H,
Moustakas et al. [loll obtained a,, = 4 x 10-'"m2

assuming a free hole mobility of 1.

c n ~ ~ V - ' s e c - 'and a thermal velocity of lo7 cm sec-', while Abeles et al. [lo31 derived

Table 4.1 Material parameters with a positive correlation energy, C r E j j , as
estimated using a nonlinear regression on temperature dependent photoconductivity
data. The nobility gap is fixed at 1.8 eV for as-grown case and light soaked case.
Parameters
Electron capture cross section to D+
Electron capture cross section to Do
Hole capture cross section to Do
Hole capture cross section to D-

I Electron capture cross section for the valence band tail 1

cm2

Hole capture cross section for the valence band tail

3.66 x 10-l9(9.73 x
2.05 x 10-19(6.09 x

Hole capture cross section for the conduction band tail

9.50 x 10-14(2.91 x 1 0 - 9 cm2

Electron cap. cross section for the conduction band tail

2.39 x 10-14(3.30 x 10-14)cm2

I

cm2

Density of states at the valence vand edge

4.57 x 1021 (2.42 x 1020)~ m - ~ l e ~

Density of states at the conduction band edge

1.47 x

(1.70 x 1020)~ m - ~ / e ~
18x lo1I ) cm-3

Donor dopant density

Light soaked case
Characteristic energy of the valence band tail
Characteristic energy of the conduction band tail

54.2 (0.218) me\/
19.8 (0.013) meV

Dangling bond defect density

1.04 x 1015cm"
(7.48 x 1012)cm.-3

Dangling bond defect density (standard error)

45.6 (0.068) meV

Standard deviation of the dangling bond level distributio~ 44.5 (0.43) meV
Dang1.ing bond correlation energy

I Center energy level of the dangling bonds

302. (4.77) meV
1.09 (0.0027) eV

0.99 (0.00038) eV

Table 4.2 Material parameters with a negative correlation energy, GTEjj , as
estimated using a nonlinear regression on temperature dependent photoconductivity
ditta. The mobility gap is fixed at 1.8 eV for as-grown case and light soaked case.
Pararneters
Electron capture cross section to D+
Electron capture cross section to Do
Hole capture cross section to Do
Hole capture coss section to DElectr'oncapture cross section for the valence band tail
Hole capture cross section for the valence band tail
Hole capture cross section for the conduction band tail
Electron cap. cross section for the conduction band tail
Density of states at the valence band edge
Density of states at the conduction band edge
Donor dopant density

As-grown case and light soaked case
8.13 x 10-l5 (1.67 x 10-12)cm2
1.02 x 10-l5(6.45 x 10-17)cm2
1.84 x
(4.69 x 1 0 - 9 cm2
3.78 x 10-l4(7.47 x 10-16)cm2
6.81 x 10-l9 (2.24 x 10-19)cm2
5.46 x 10-l9(1.77 x 10-19)cm2
9.96 x 10-l3(6.35 x 10-15)cm2
9.96 x
(1.71 x 10-l') cm2
2.51 x lo2' (4.15 x lo2') ~ r n - ~ / e ~
3.17 x lo2] (1.99 x lo2]) ~ m - ~ / e ~
7 . 1 7 ~1014(1.20 x 1013) cmm3
As-grown case

Characteristic energy of the valence band tail
Characteristic energy of the conduction band tail
Dangling bond defect density
Dangling Bond defect density (standard error)
Standard deviation of the dangling bond level distributio
Dangling bond correlation energy
Center energy level of the dangling bonds

1

Light soaked case

69.1 (0.145) me11 33.9 (0.053) meV
19.5 (0.011) me11 19.5 (0.011) meV
1.0 x 1015 ~ m ' 2.41
~ x 1015 cm-3
(1.23 x 1013) ~ m (1.45
- ~ x 1012)cm-3
124. (0.414) me7J 110. (0.065) meV
-668. (3.61) meV -602. (0.123) meV
801. (0.486) me'd 914. (0.060) meV

a,, = 1.3

x lo-''

cm2 for glow discharge a-Si:H from carrier length measurements.

From capacitance temperature analysis on Schottky diodes, Jousse et al. [I041 derived
v a l ~ e sfor a,, between 2.0 x 10-l6 and 3.0 x lo-''

cm 2 . Due to the Coulombic

attraction, a charged dangling bond is considered t o be more efficient in trapping
free carriers of opposite charges than a neutral dangling bond, thus this leads to the
high ratio of the charge t o neutral capture cross section. Street et al. [log] derived
an_l./a,,= 5 and a,-/a,,

= 2 - 4 from time of flight photoconductivity analysis, and

Spear et al. [I101 estimated values higher than 30 for the ratio of a,+/a,,.
Our estimated a-Si:B parameters for the capture cross sections of dangling bonds
and their ratios shown in Table 4.3 for the positive correlation energy and the negative
correlation energy. These two sets of values are within the range reported by others.
4.4.2

Capture cross sections for the tail states

From a fundamental limit study on a solar cell output voltage, Tiedje [ l l l ] derived
the four tail state capture cross sections list,ed in Table 4.4. In our estimated results,
the values of the capture cross sections for the conduction band tail states are five
orders magnitude larger than those for the valence band tail states. The values of
an,./apc and a,,/a,, are low, however they are higher than those used in Smail et al.'s
model calculation of temperature dependent photoconductivity [112], where the two
values of the ratios are one. A ratio of one is unlikely because Coulombic attraction
of the charged tail states should make the ratios larger than one.
4.5

Analysis of the temperature dependence of photoconductivity
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the schematic band models which are drawn using the

val.ues from Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Both models contain two exponential
tail state distributions, two Gaussian dangling bond distributions, and one Gaussian
distribution of donor states. These donor states arise from the assumption of uninteritional doping with donor impurities in the sample. The band model in Fig. 4.1
indicates that light soaking not only causes the density of dangling bonds to increase

Ta,ble 4.3 Ca,pture cross sections for dangling bonds

hole capture cross
section for neutral
dangling bonds,

2.7 x 10-15 cm2

Street

F

Ilogmane
and
Spear
Estimated
values for

I

electron capture
cross section for
neutral dangling
bonds, Gno

1.0 x 10-l5cm2

2.4

1.11 x 10-16cm2

13.9

2.47

values for

Table 4.4 Capture cross sections for tail states

Tiedje
values for

I

values for

hole capture cross
section in the
neutral valence
band tail, op,

electron capture
cross section in the
neutral conduction
band tail, on,

onv/opv

2.0 x 10-16cm2

4.0 x 10-15cm2

200

0.575

but also causes the center of the dangling bond distribution to shift towards midgap. However, the band model with a negative correlation energy of the dangling
bond defects (Fig. 4.2) shows that the light soaking results in a shift of the center
mobility band edge. These results are
of the dangling bonds toward the c~nduct~ion
in agreement with the experimental results of Schumm et al. [113], who found. using
phase-shift analysis of modulated photocurrents, that the DOS (density of states)
peak, at 0.56 eV below the conduction band mobility edge, increased and shifted
toward midgap with increasing illumination time of an annealed a-Si:H.
Both models (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2) show that the light soaking in a-Si:H involves a
transition of density of states from the valence band tail to the dangling bonds as
the weak bond-dangling bond conversion model by Stutzmann [13] suggests. The
Stutzmann model assumes that deep valence band tail states ca,n transform into
mcbtastable defects upon illumination. This transformation should cause an increase
in the slope of valence band tail and an increase in the densities of state for dangling
bond, as is shown in our modeling results.
4.6

Effects of illumination intensity on the temperature dependeni; photoconductivity
The temperature quenching of the steady state total photoconductivity of a-Si:H,

a feature of decreasing total photoconductivity as temperature increases, has been obsel-ved and found to be doping [114] or optical exposure history [I151 [80] dependent.
It is difficult to distinguish between doping effects and light soaking effects on the
steady state photoconductivity because the quenching shifts t o lower temperatures as
the light soaking time increases [I151 or the concentration of n-type doping decreases
or the concentration of p-type doping increases [81:1]. These effects make it difficult to
generalize the interpretation of the temperature dependent photoconductivity. The
teinperature dependent photoconductivity, shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, as curves with
filled symbols, measured by McMahon et al. [80], has typical features in the sense
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Fig. 4.1. The schematic density of states model based on Table 4.1. The full lines
(:orrespond to the as-grown case? and the dashed lines correspond to the 90 hour
light soaked case.
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Fig. 4.2. The schematic density of states model based on Table 4.2. The full lines
correspond t o the as-grown case, and the dashed lines correspond to the 90 hour
light soaked case.

tha.t it shows peaks a.nd valleys in the as-grown case and it's shape becomes progressively monotonic through prolonged light soaking. The estimatioli of the material
parameters for a-Si:H through precise curve fitting of the photoconcluctivity can give
us an accurate model for the density of states in the mobility gap and valid physical interpretation of the effects of the illumination intensity variation and the light
soa.king.
Smail et al. [112] have made model calculations of the total photoconductivity
of undoped a-Si:H as a function of temperature. They divided the analysis, used in
the calculation, into four temperature ranges to explain the kinetics of the temperature dependent photoconductivity. Their model material parameters correspond to
UEff=0.4eV, a,, = a,, = 3 x 10-l5 cm 2 , a,, = a,,
apZt
=

= 50an0, anCt
= aPct= anUt
=

cm2, N ( E C B )= N ( E C r B =
) 1O2l ~ r n - ~ e v - l .

Using these parameters, calculations for the temperature dependent photoconductivity are shown in Fig. 4.5.

The recombination rates corresponding to the

G = 1.4 x 1018cm-3sec-' are shown in Fig. 4.6, and the charge densities for this
case are shown in Fig. 4.7. The photoconductivity curves in Fig. 4.5 for various generakion rates show very weak temperature quenching. The quenching is also weakly
dependent on illumination intensity. This is because the assumption of equal values
of capture cross sections for holes and electrons in the valence band tail makes the
recombination rate through valence band tail dominant for the entire temperature
range. This is depicted in Fig. 4.6 for G = 1.4 x 1018cm-3sec-' and causes the photoconductivity curve to be monotonic or to have weak temperature quenching. It
should be noted that the highest density of trapped charges are those trapped in the
valence band tail for the entire temperature range as plotted in Fig. 4.7.
4.t;.1 -4s-grown case
On the other hand, the calculated temperature dependent photoc-:onductivityalong
with measured values [80] are shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. The calculations of the
photoconductivity plotted in Fig. 4.3 are made using the parameters in Table 4.1

for the positive correlation energy assumption, while, the calculations for photoconductivity plotted in Fig. 4.4 are made using the parameters in Table 4.2 for the
negative correlation energy assumption. These figures show the photoconductivity
plcltted against 1 / T for different illumination intensities, G, ranging from 1.4 x 10"
to 1.4 x 10" ~ m - ~ s e c - ' .In both Figures 4.3 and 4.4, the curves for the calculated
photoconductivity, defined as the total photoconductivity minus dark conductivity,
show excellent agreement with the measured values.
The measured photoconductivity data are obtained from McMahon et al. [go],
in which the 0.5 p m thick a-Si:H films were prepared by rf glow discharge. They
measured photoconductivity, using two silver epoxy contacts spaced 1 mm apart in
gap cell configuration The average values of the estimated generation rate G are
calculated using

where d is 5 x

cm for the sample thickness, a is 2 x lo4 cm-' for the absorption

coefficient at 2.0 eV [78], and Nph is the photon flux of 1.11 x lo1', 1.11 x 1013, and
1.11 x 1014 ~ r n - ~ s e c - lThus,
.
the estimated generation rates are 1.3 x 1016,1.4 x 1017,
and 1.4 x 10" ~ r n - ~ s e c - ' .These values of generation rates are used in our model
calculations.
Typical behaviors of temperature dependent photoconductivity are observed in
both Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, where thermal quenching, in a particular temperature range.
of the photoconductivity exists. The two maximum points, TM1 and TM3, and a
minimum point, TM2, show thermally activated behavior which means the points for
various generation rates form the straight lines and can be expressed as
e

0 ~ ~ 1 , 2 0,:3

A E is the activation energy. These lines are plotted as the thin lines in

Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. These three points are shifted to higher temperatures with increasing illumination intensity. For constant light intensity, the photoconductivity
initially increases monotonically with increasing temperature, reaches a maximum
value at TM3, and thereafter decrease with further increase in temperature to the

ternperature TM2. After the thermal quenching ( T M 3 < T

< T&12), the pho-

toconductivity increases again until the temperature reachs TM1, above TM1 the
photoconductivity decreases.
We will proceed to explain this behavior based on the model ca,lculations. Using
the relations of charge densities and recombination rates described in chapter 3, the
recombination rates and charge densities in the localized states have been calculated.
For the as-grown case with the positive U E j j , the recombination rates through each
of the recombination paths are shown in Figs. 4.8 and 4.10 at C:=1.4 x 1016 and
1.4 x 1018 ~ r n - ~ s e c - lrespectively,
,
while the trapped charge densities and free carrier
densities are illustrated in Figs. 4.9 and 4.11 at G=1.4 x 1016 and 1.4 x 1018 ~ r n - ~ s e c - ' ,
respectively.
In the temperature range for T

< TA13, the recombination through the conduction

band tail is dominant over that through the dangling bond states as shown in Figs. 4.8
and 4.10. The electron and hole capture cross sections for the conduction band tail
are five orders of magnitude larger than those for the valence band tail, as shown
on Table 4.1. These large capture cross sections cause high recombination rates
through the conduction band tail even though the amount of the trapped charge
in the conduction band tail is smaller than that in the valence band tail, as shown
in Figs. 4.9 and 4.11. Fig. 4.11 shows that in the vicinity of 125OI1- the occupied
coiiduction band charge density, QCT, has almost same magnitude as the occupied
valence band charge density, QvT. However, QvT is slightly higher than QCT Both
Q ~ and
T QvT decrease as the temperature rises, but QCTdecreases more rapidly than
QVT. However, as the temperature approachs to the point TM3, tlie increase in free
electron density becomes slower and it stops rising at the temperature TM3, where

D-- = QvT. Thus, we can postulate that the increase in photoconductivity with
increasing temperature, in the low temperature region, for QCT 5 D- is principally
due to the decrease in the occupied charge density in the conduction band tail with
the increase in temperature. Fig. 4.9 shows that the charge distriblutions are similar
trend to those for Fig. 4.11 except that TM1, ThI2, and TM3 are shifted to the lower

temperatures. The free hole density is smallest and two orders of magnitude smaller
than the free electron density, thus the free electron density iri most of temperatures
can be expressed using the charge neutrality condition as follows;

where N; is the ionized donor density and the TM3 point corresponds to the onset
of a decrease in D-.
The dangling bonds are mostly occupied by electrons, and thus the density of
negatively charged dangling bond seems to be constant up t o 250°K as shown in
Fig. 4.9. This means the shape of recombination rate through the D-lo transitions
follows the shape of the free hole density curve because, in this teinperature region,
the recombination rate through the dangling bonds can be expressed as RD-lo 21
CpvthD-p, where C, is the hole capture cross section of D-.
In the temperature region between TM2 and TM3, called the thermal quenching
region, the free electron density decreases as the temperature increases from TM3 to
TN12. As can be seen Fig. 4.8, the recombination through D-lo is dominant over the
recombination through the conduction band tail states and continuously increases
until the temperature reachs TM2. This increase in the D-lo recombination is due to
the fact that the decrease in QVT is larger than the decrease in D-. This decrease in

QrrT causes the decrease in free electron density and the increase in free hole density,
and thus the recombination through D-lo by free hole capture from the valence band
increases. Smail e t al. [I121 interpreted the cause of thermal quenching as the effect
of the contribution of Do to the recombination and the greater increase in Do than
t h e decrease in Q V T . This is unlikely because the recombination rate through D-lo
is proportional to D-

+ D o , and

D-

+ Do decreases with increased temperature in

this quenching region.
At the temperature TM2, the recombination through conduction band reaches a
minimum and the recombination through D-lo is a maximum , as shown in Figs. 4.8
and 4.10.

If the temperature rises further passing the minimum point TM2, the

photoconductivity begins to increase again. This rise was interpreted by Smail et
al. [I121 as due to a decrease in Qvr greater than an increase in Do. This cannot
explain the decrease in the recombination rate through the D-lo and the increase
in t,he recombination through the conduction band tail. In the tt~mperaturerange
be,tween TM1 and TM2, the electron the Quasi-Fermi level, showr~as a broken line
in Figs. 4.9 and 4.11, approaches ED-/,, and leads to the decrease in the density of
negatively charged dangling bonds. Also a decrease in recombination through D-lo
and a increase in recombination through the conduction band tail are observed in
this region. The increase in recombination through the conductio~lband tail seems
to be the result of a decrease in the slope of the occupation function in the vicinity
of Quasi-Fermi level as the temperature rises. The decrease in the recombinatmion
raie through D-lo might be caused by the decrease in the density of the negatively
chxged dangling bond.
In the temperature region T > TMl, as shown in Figs 4.9 and 4.11, the electron
quasi-Fermi level has already crossed ED-,, and approaches the equilibrium Fermi
le~relas the temperature rises. Likewise, the hole quasi-Fermi level and the trapped
charge densities in the tail states and dangling bonds in a nonequilibrium condition
gel, close to their equilibrium values as the temperature increases.

Among these

charge densities, the trapped charge density at the conduction band tail, Q C T ,and
the negatively charged dangling bond density, D - , are major recombination centers
and more rapidly approaching their equilibrium values than the others. This rapid
approach, to the equilibrium values, of the trapped charges in th~elocalized states
makes free hole and electron densities approach their equilibrium values. This may
cause the photo-excited free hole and electron densities get smaller as the temperature
increases. However, the recombina.tion t,hrough the conduction band tail continuously
increases and becomes dominant, and the recombination through ED-/, continuously
decreases as in the region TMl > T > TM2.
For any temperature between 125Oh'and 420" I< for both as-grown and light soaked
cases, the free electron concentration is almost 2 order's of magnitude higher than

the free hole concentration and p,

>

p,.

Thus, the shape of the curve for the

ph~toconductivityfollows the shape of the curve for the free electiron concentration
except in the high temperature region T

> T M l , where thermally generated free

electrons dominate over optically excited electrons.
Comparing Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 with Figs.

4.8 and 4.9, the photoconductivity

a t TM1, Thl2, and T M 3 are temperature activated, thus these points are moving to
higher temperatures as the illumination intensity increases. An increase in the illumination intensity yields an increase in the recombination through the conduction band
tail which is higher than the increase in the recombination through the negatively
chxged dangling bonds. The temperature, where the recombinat~onthrough D-/O
exceeds the recombination through the conduction band tail for low generation rates
as shown in Fig. 4.9, gradually moves to higher temperatures with an increase in generation rate, while the temperature, where the recombination through the conduction
band tail exceeds the recombination through D-/O for low generation rates (as shown
in Fig. 4.9) moves to lower temperatures as the illumination intensit;? increases. -4 further increase in the generation rate can make the recombination through conduction
band tail dominate for the entire temperature region as can be seen in Fig. 4.10. This
is because the electron occupation at the conduction band tail increases with the increase in the electron and hole generation rates (see Fig. 4.11). For T M l

> T > T12I3,

the photoconductivity curve follows the shape of the recombination through conduction band tail. The photoconductivity curve resembles the dominant recombination
rate curve, the valence band tail recombination at G = 1.4 x 10'' ~ r n - ~ s e c - ' while
,
the photoconductivity curve follows the second dominant recombination curve at G
= 1.4 x 1016 ~ r n - ~ s e c - ' .

Figs. 4.4,4.12,4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 are calculated using the parameters in Table 4.2.
For t h e negative correlation energy, Fig. 4.4 shows that the dark conductivity is
smaller than that for the positive EEf shown in Fig. 4.3. Because of smaller carrier
erriission from ED+/,and ED-/, which are located at a longer distance from the
conduction band and valence band for ED+/,and ED-/,, respectively, than those for

Fig. 4.3. Computed and measured temperature dependent photoconductivity for
as--grown a-Si:H. Dangling bond correlation energy, UEfj,
is assumed to be positive.

OOAX Calculation

Fig. 4.4. Computed and measured temperature dependent photolconductivity for
as-grown a-Si:H. Dangling bond correlation energy, UEff,
is assumed t o be negative.

Fig. 4.5. Computed temperature dependent photoconductivity using Smail's
parameter set for a-Si:H.
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Fig. 4.6. Computed temperature dependence of the recombina.tion rates through
localized states using Smail's parameter set for a-Si:H.
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Fig. 4.7. Computed temperature dependence of the charge densities in localized
states and free carrier densities using Smail's parameter set for a-Si:H.
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Fig. 4.8. Computed temperature dependence of the recombination rates through
J , at
localized states for as-grown a-Si:H with a positive liEJ
G=1.4 x 1016 ~ r n - ~ s e c - ' .

Fig. 4.9. Computed temperature dependence of the charge densities in localized
f , at
states and free carrier densities for as-grown a-Si:H with a positive UEf
G=1.4 x 101%m-3sec-1.

0 Valence Band Tail
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Fig. 4.10. Computed temperature dependence of the recombination rates through
localized states for as-grown a-Si:H with a positive U E f f ,at G=1.4 x 101scm-3sec-1.

Fig. 4.11. Computed temperature dependence of the charge densities in localized
states and free carrier densities for as-grow11 a-Si:H with a positive U E j j ,at
G=1.4 x 1018cm-3sec-1.

pclsitive EEJJ,t h e amount of the free electrons being emitted froin dangling bonds
under equilibrium condition is smaller than that for positive EEJJ. However, the
amount of carriers being emitted from the tail states is similar for positive EEJJ,
consequently this makes the dark conductivity smaller than that for positive EE J.
Figs. 4.12 and 4.14 show, even for the negative UEJJ, the dominant recombination
paths are D-/O and the conduction band tail, which yield a shape similar t o the
photoconductivity curve for positive UEJJ. The dominant charge densities are the Dand tail state charge densities. D- is almost constant, as shown in Figs 4.13 and 4.15,
against variation in temperature or illumination intensity because the location of
El,-lo, which is much farther, by the amount of UEJJ, from the electron Quasi-Fermi
level than that for UEJJ. This causes almost full occupation by electrons of the
dangling bonds for 125OK

< T < 425OIC. Even this constar~tcharge density in D-

aff'ects the variation of photoconductivity with increasing in temperature because the
temperature rise brings the electron Quasi-Fermi level closer t o EL,-/,.
In the region T

< T M 3 , the qualitative behavior of the photoconductivity is

sirnilar to that for +UEjJ. The rapid decrease in QCT is responsilble for the photoconductivity rise with an increase in temperature. In the vicinity of the temperature
when RCT = RD-/*, the photoconductivity has it's peak value. The recombination
through D-/", as shown in Figs. 4.12 and 4.14, steadily increases a; the temperature
rises in the same way that the densities of holes and electroris increase because the
trapped electrons at constant D- recombine with free holes in the valence band extended states. This trend continues t o the temperature Th12, where RD-/, begins to
decrease and QCT decreases slowly. This slow decrease in QCT and the rapid rise in
the hole density result in the increase in RVT for T
f o ~T

> TM2.

> T M 2 , unlike the +UEJJ case, might be caused

The decrease in RD-/o

by the increase in D o

+ D-, or

, the temperby the increase in thermal emission at ED-/,. Like the case for + U ~ j j as
ature increases past TM1, the thermally generated carriers are starting t o dominate
over the photo-generated carriers and the densities of photo-excited carriers decrease.

For the high generation rate, G = 1.4 x 10'' ~ m - ~ s e c - 'Fig.
,
4.1.4 shows complete
domination by RCT over RD-/o. Very similar domination is also shown in Fig. 4.10
for the +UE
4.6.2

case.

Light soaked case

Prolonged light soaking of a-Si:H introduces changes in the material parameters,
anlong which is the well known increase in the total dangling bond density change.
Tlie increase and saturation in dangling bonds in a-Si:H by light exposure has been
reported by Park et al. [116], who obtained saturated dangling bond densities, DSAT,
lying between 5 x 1016 and 2 x 10'7cm-3, and a valence band tail Urbach energy, Euv,
ranging from 42 meV to 62 meV. The saturated light induced defect densities were
derived from the an empirical formula for the subgap absorption using the constant
photocurrent method [39]. Also similar measurements [58]revealed the values of D

s

as 4.5 x 1016 - 2.5 x 1 0 " ~ r n - ~for the a-Si:H and a-Si:H,F samples. The values of
DLiATand Euv, obtained by the work reported here are within the ranges mentioned
above. See Table 4.1 and 4.2.
It has been experimentally observed that upon light soaking a. DOS (density of
state) peak, in the distribution of gap states at about 0.6 eV below the conduction band edge, increases and shifts towards midgap with increasing illumination
tirne [113]. By assuming that only DTOTAL,which denotes the total dangling bond
density and EDCElvTERlwhich denotes the average energy of two levels dangling
bond, are changed by light soaking, we couldn't find a set of parameter estimates
which provided an adequate fit of the model to the photoconductivity data of a light
soaked a-Si:H. Thus, we assumed the light soaking also affects the width of the dangling bond distribution, the effective correlation energy of the dangling bonds, and
the Urbach slope of the tail states even though their changes by light soak have not
been reported.
The photoconductivity data of the light soaked sample, like the as-grown case,
came from Mcblahon et al.'s measurements [80]. The data were obtained from the
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Fig. 4.12. Computed temperature dependence of the recombination rates through
localized states for as-grown a-Si:H with a negative tiEJ J . at G=1.4 x 1016crn-3sec-1.

Fig. 4.13. Computed temperature dependence of the cha,rge densities i11 localized
states and free carrier densities for as-grown a-Si:H with a negative UE f , at
G=1.4 x 1016cm-3sec-1.
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Fig. 4.14. Computed temperature dependence of the recombination rates through
localized states for as-grown a-Si:H with a negative UEff , at G=1.4 x 101scm-3sec-1.

Fig. 4.15. Computed temperature dependence of the charge densities in localized
states and free carrier densities for as-grown a-Si:H with a negative UE f , at
G=1.4 x 1018cm-3sec-1.

pl~otoconductivitymeasured after 90 hours of exposure to 100 mMT ~ r n of
- ~filtered
light (630 nm).
The resultant calculated temperature dependent photoconductivity and the experimental values for the light soa.ked state are shown in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 for

+lTE

and -UE

f,

respectively. For the +UE

case, the calculated photoconduc-

tivity curve shows very good agreement with the e~periment~al
values for the entire
temperature range of measurement, while for the -UEff case the calculated values
are in good agreement with the experimental values at the the illumination intensities, corresponding to G = 1.4 x 1016 cm3sec-' and in less good agreement with
the experimental values at the high illumination intensities, corre:;ponding to G =

1.4 x 10" cm3sec-l.
It is shown in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 that the dark conductivity is much smaller than
tha,t for the as-grown a-Si:H. This reduction in the dark conductivity is due to the
increase in the dangling bonds, caused by the light soaking, and leads to a steep
s1o:pe in the photoconductivity curve in the high temperature region. This occurs
because the peak conductivity point, at which the concentrations o-f thermal carriers
and photocarriers become comparable, shifts with decreasing the dark conductivity
to a higher temperature point.
Even though the photoconductivit~ycurves are monotonic, for convenience of discuesion, we divide the temperature range in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 into three regions
according to the slope of the simulated photoconductivity curve. For the low temperature region, the slope of the photoconductivity curve is steep, Ihowever, it is not
as steep as that for the high temperature region, and the recombination through
the conduction ba.nd tail is dominant. This region gets larger a,s the generation
rate increases, t,hus t,his region is disappeared at the low generatio111 rates less than

G -= 1.4 x 1016 ~ m - ~ s e c - lAs
. temperature increases, the photoconductivity increases
as well because of the decrease in the electron occupation at the conduction band tail.
Thme dominant charge densities in this region are

D- and Q V T .

A further increase in the temperature yields a lower slope of Ithe photoconductivity. D- begins t o decrease less rapidly than Q v T . This makes D- the dominant
chilrge. Thus

RD-/, is dominant in this intermediate temperature region. D+ in-

creases steadily with the temperature rise and it reaches D- at the high temperature
edge of this region.
In the high temperature region, the photoconductivity curve is very steep and the
recombination through D+1° is dominant. The recombination through

D+/O

increases

and the recombination trough D-lo decreases as the temperature increases. This is
due to an increase in carrier emission at D-lo which is greater than an carrier emission
at D+1° because the energy level of the negatively charged dangling bond, ED-/,, is
nearer to the conduction band edge than the energy level of the positively charged
dangling bond, ED+/,,is to the valence band edge. Since the electron Quasi-Fermi
level exceeds ED-/, and the hole Quasi-Fermi level exceeds ED+/,as well, D- and

D+ decreases as the temperature increases.
As the carrier generation rates decrease, the low temperature region becomes
smaller because all points on the photoconductivity curve are temperature activated
and the border points of each temperature region move into the lower temperature.
This temperature activation also causes the enlargement of the high temperature
region with a decrease in t h e generation rates. The change of parameters by light
soilking causes the shape of the photoconductivity curve t o be monotonic. The effects
of the individual parameter change, on the photoconductivity of light soaked a-Si:H,
will be studied in the next chapter.
Meanwhile, the calculated photoconductivity curves for light soaked a-Si:H with
-UEf f , shown in Fig. 4.17, also have different regions with their different slopes. The
curves also show the temperature activated behavior as the steep slope region corresponding to the high temperature region enlarges with the decrease in the generation
ra1;e. Like t h e as-grown case with -I/rEfJ, this light soaked case shows lower dark
conductivity than that for the +I,'Ejj because of the weak carrier einission at the two
dangling bond energy levels. Also, as shown in Figs. 4.23 and 4.25, the electron and
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Fig. 4.16. Computed and measured temperature dependent photoconductivity for
light soaked a-Si:H. Dangling bond correlation energy is assurned to be positive.

Fig. 4.17. Computed a.nd measured temperature de p endent photoconductivity for
light soa.ked a-Si:H. Dangling bond correlation energy is assumed. t o be negative.

Fig. 4.18. Computed temperature dependence of the recombination rates through
localized states for light soaked a-Si:H with a positive U E ff , at
G=1.4 x 1016cm-3sec-1.

Fig. 4.19. Computed temperature dependence of the charge densities in localized
states and free carrier densities for light soaked a-Si:H with a positive CTEff , at
G=1.4 x 1016crn-3sec-1.

Fig. 4.20. Computed temperature dependence of the recombination rates through
localized states for light soaked a-Si:H wit,h a positive h f fat,
G = l . 4 x 1018cm-3sec-1.

Fig. 4.21. Computed temperature dependence of the charge densities in localized
states and free carrier densities for light soaked a-Si:H with a positive U E j j ,at
G=1.4 x 1018cm-3sec-1.

hole Quasi-Fermi levels, indicated as broken line in the figures, never cross the ED-/,
and the ED+/,,respectively. This leads to a constant negative charge density at the
dangling bonds.
Figs. 3.22 and 4.24 show the calculated recombination rates through the different
paths in the localized states of the light soaked a-Si:H. In these figures, like the asgrown a-Si:H case, two recombination rates, RD-/,and RcB,are alternately dominant
for the whole temperature region of measurement.
In the low temperature region at G = 1.4 x 10" cme3sec-', the recombination
through the conduction band tail dominates and decreases with an increase in temperature because of the decrease in the conduction band tail occupation by electrons.
The recombination through

D-/O

increases steadily. This increase is; due to a decrease

in QCT which is greater than the decrease in QlfT.
In the intermediate temperature range, RD-/, dominates over I,he recombination
through the conduction band tail and the negatively charged dangling bond. The low
slope of the increasing photoconductivity is due to the slow decrease in the density
of negatively charged dangling bonds.
In the high temperature region, RD-/, dominates, however, at the higher end of
the temperature region, RCT recovers it's dominancy over RD-/,. This might be due
to the increase in the skewness of the conduction band occupatioll function around
the Quasi-Fermi energy level as the temperature increases. Also the slight decrease
in Do
4.:'

+ D-

might account for the decrease in RD-/, as the tempei-ature increases.

Summary
r for a-Si:H
Using the nonlinear regression method, two material ~ a r a m e t ~ esets

and band gap models have been derived. These pa.ra.meter sets, being estimated for
the positive and negative correlation energy for dangling bonds, ,yielded very good
agreement between the measured values and computed values of the temperature
dependent photoconductivity for both as-grown and light soaked a-Si:H with the exception of the case correspond t o the light soaked, -UEff, and G=1.4 x 10'' ~ r n - ~ s e c - ' .

0 Valence Band Tail

Conduction Band Tail

Fig. 4.22. Computed temperature dependence of the recombination rates through
localized states for light soaked a-Si:H with a negative Lhff , at
G=l.4 x 1016cm-3sec-1.

Fig. 4.23. Computed temperature dependence of the charge densities in localized
states and free carrier densities for light soaked a-Si:H with a negative U E j j ,at
G=1.4 x 10'6crn-3sec-1.
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Fig. 4.24. Computed temperature dependence of the recombination rates through
localized states for light soaked a-Si:H with a negative lTEjj, at
G=1.4 x 1018cm-3sec-1.
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Tlle poor fitting of this exceptional case was due to the dangling bonds, being fully
occupied by electrons for the whole calculated temperature range. This depletes the
free electrons in conduction band extended states because most of the electrons are
trapped at the dangling bond centers. Hence, this shortage of free electrons leads to
paor matching of the calculated values of the photoconductivity viith the measured
values of the photoconductivity, especially in the light soaked case ,at high generation
rates.
The computation of the temperature dependent charge densities and recombination rates revealed clear regions of dominant recombination path ill the temperature
dependent photoconductivity. The regions show temperature activat,ed characteristics
as the illumination intensity changes.

5 . LIGHT SOAKING EFFECTS O F A-SI:H
5.1

Introduction
The temperature of thermal quenching and it's characteristics depend on the

defect concentration, light intensity, and the light exposure history. The experimental
results of McMahon et al. [80] show prolonged light illumination of undoped a-Si:H
causes the temperature dependent photoconductivity curve to become monotonic and
the thermal quenching to disappear. This is believed t o be caused by light induced
da.ngling bond generation. The breaking of weak bonds was suggested as a cause for
the formation of the dangling bonds, and is known as the weak bond to dangling
bond conversion model [I?] [13]. In this model, the weak bonds in deep tail states
convert into the dangling bonds as the Quasi-Fermi level moves into the tail states
either through doping or illumination. Thus. t o explain the light soaking effect on
a-Si:H, the parameters related the tail states and the dangling blond are expected
t o change and need to be re-estimated for the calculation of the ~?hotoconductivity
for light soaked a-Si:H. The total dangling bond density, DT, the center of the two

+

energy level dangling bonds, EDCENTER,
which is defined as (ED-/, ED+,,)/?, the
standard deviation of the dangling bond,

ODD,

the effective correlation energy of the

da.ngling bond, CTEf/, the slope of the valence band tail, Evs are found to change for
light soaked a-Si:H as can be seen in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. To examine the effect of
these parameter changes on the light soaked photoconductivity, we have changed the
pa,rameter values gradually from the values found for as-grown a-Si:H to the values
for light soaked a-Si:H, with other parameters held constant. In this way, one by one,
the effects of the five parameters on the temperature dependent lphotoconductivity
foi: light soaked a-Si:H are investigated.

5 .

Cases for positive correlation energy
Figs. 5.1-5.4 are calculated for the positive correlation energy case, and Figs. 5.5-

5.7 are calculated for the negative correlation energy case.

A series of photoconductivity plots for various densities of dangling bond are
shown in Fig. 5.1 with progressively increasing dangling bond densities, from the
value for as-grown a-Si:H t o the value for light soaked a-Si:H. The other parameters
are held constant at the values in Table 4.1. The increase in the dangling bond
density yields a decrease in the photoconductivity and a flattening in the hump and
valley features. Theses features tend to move t o lower temperature because the higher
dangling bond density yields the higher RD-/,

, which

dominates over RCT at lower

teinperatures than for the lower dangling bond density. However, the temperature
where the photoconductivity has it's maximum and the thermal carrier density is
comparable t o the photoexcited carrier density, remains almost at the same position as
Drr increases. Though the shape of photoconductivity is very sensitive to the change
of DT, it doesn't follow the shape of the experimentally measured photoconductivity
for light soaked a-Si:H using an increase in DT alone.
Next, as shown in Fig. 5.2, we changed UEf with the other parameters remaining
the same as those used in the photoconductivity curve with the dangling bond density
for the light soaked case in Fig. 5.1. As can be see in Fig. 5.2, the increase in UEff
yit:lds an increase in the photoconductivity as the temperature rises, however the
shape becomes more monotonic. This might be due to the increase in the thermal
emission from ED-/,, which also leads to the increase in the dark conductivity.

A series of the temperature dependent photoconductivity characteristics for various centers of dangling bond energy, ECENTER,
are shown in Fig. 5.3. All the other
parameters are the same as those used in the temperature dependent photoconductivity curve at UEf = 0.7521 eV in Fig. 5.2. Fig. 5.3 shows that shifting E D C E ~ V T ~ R
toward the conduction band edge yields, except for temperatures liigher than about
285"K, similar effects on the temperature dependent photoconductivity curve to those

t h d were observed for an increase in U E f f . This is because shifting EDCEh~TER
toward the mobility gap center by the amount A E places E D - / , at the same position
as the decrease in l J E f

by the amount of 0.5AE does. It should be noted here that

the contribution of D+'" to the photoconductivity can be neglected except for temperatures greater than about 285OK and illumination intensities lower than about
1.4 x 1016 ~ r n - ~ s e c - ' .The dark conductivities follow the trend of the photoconductivities for the increase or the decrease in their values, but the amounts of change is
greater than that for - U E f f as shown in Figs 5.2, 5.6, and 5.3. Consequently, the
changes in EDCENTERand U E f brought a more monotonic shape to the temperature
dependent photoconductivity. Thus, it yields calculated values of the temperature
dependent photoconductivity which are closer to the values of the measured values
for the light soaked a-Si:H.
Fig. 5.4 shows the calculated temperature dependent photoconductivity plots for
various widths of the Gaussian dangling bond distribution and for various Urbach
slclpes of the exponentially distributed valence band tail. All other parameters are
the same as those used in the photoconductivity curve with EDC.SNTER= 0.99 eV
in Fig. 5.3. The higher values in

ODB,

shown in Fig. 5.4, yield a closer approach

t o the measured photoconductivity curve for light soaked a-Si:W for temperatures
greater than about 250°K. This might be due to the domination of R D - / , over the
tail states recombination in that temperature range. However, the decrease in EuB
allows the fitting of the calculated photoconductivity to the nleasilred values in the
temperatures lower than about 250°K.
5.3 Cases for negative correlation energy of the dangling bond
Fig. 5.5 shows the plots of the computed temperature dependent photoconductivity for - U E f f with the increasing in DT. The figure indicates a snialler variation in
the temperature dependent photoconductivity in the low or high temperature region
with an increase in DT than in the intermediate temperature region. This is due to
the relatively small fraction of the thermal carriers coming from ED-/, in the high

Fig. 5.1. Effect,s of t,he various dangling bond densities on the: temperature
dependent a,,,for a-Si:H with a positive U E j j ,at G = 1.4 x 1016cm-3sec-1. The
other parameter are the same as in Table 4.1.

Fig. 5.2. Effects of the effective correlation energy of dangling bond on the
temperature dependent u,h for a-Si:H with a positive U E jf , at G =
1.4 x 1016cm-3sec-1. The other parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.1.

Fig. 5.3. Effects of varying EDCENTER
on the temperature dependent C T , ~for a-Si:H
with a positive UEff,
at G = 1.4 x 1016cm-3sec-1.The other parameters are the
same as in Fig. 5.2.
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.Fig. -5.4. Effects of varying a o and
~ Euv on the temperature dependent a,,,for
a-Si:H with a positive U E j j ,at G = 1.4 x 101%m-3sec-1. The other parameters are
the same as in Fig. 5.2.

temperature region compared with the case for +UEff and due tat RCT dominating
over RD-/o in the low temperature region. Unlike the +UEff case, shown in Fig. 5.1,
the photoconductivity curve with the highest DT value shows a large difference from
the measured photoconductivity curve for the light soaked case. Also Fig. 5.5 shows
the hump and the valley features which become more pronounced as DT increases,
but their positions move to the lower temperatures.
Fig. 5.6 shows a series of the temperature dependent photoconductivity curves
ODB, and various UEf with other parameters remaining the same as
for EDCENTER,

- ~
used in the calculating of the photoconductivity at DTOTAL= 2.41 x 1015 ~ r n in

Fig. 5.5. The variation of these parameters, illustrated in a series plots in Fig. 5.6,
yields small changes for temperatures higher than about 160°K because these three
parameters are related to the dangling bonds, which affects the photoconductivity
only negligibly in this temperature range. A series of the temperature dependent
photoconductivity curves for different values of Euv is shown in Fig. 5.7, in which
it is observed that a decrease in Eurr has a large large effect on the temperature
dependent photoconductivity in the temperature region lower than about 250°K.
These large variations are due to the dominancy of tail state recombination in the
low temperature region.
5.4

Summary
The effects of light soaking on a-Si:H were studied through the series of temper-

ature dependent photoconductivity plots for various values of the parameters which
are expected to be changed by light soaking. For the case of the positive correlation energy, the monotonic shape in the light soaked photoconductivity curve was
miiinly due to effects of parameters related to the total dangling bond density, the
center energy level of the dangling bond, and the correlation energy of dangling bond.
However, for the case of the negative correlation energy, the total d,angling bond density and the Urbach slope of the valence band tail gave pronounced effects on the
photoconductivity curve shape.
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Fig. 5.5. Effects of the various dangling bond densities on the temperature
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Fig. 5.6. Effects of varying U E ff , EDCENTER,
and ODB on the temperature
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a
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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Summary
Two sets of material parameters for undoped a-Si:H have been extracted using

a nonlinear regression fitting method on the temperature dependent photoconductivity data of as-grown and light soaked a-Si:H. These parameter sets yielded close
agreement between the measured and computed values of the photoconductivity, reported by McMahon et al. [80], with the exception of the light soaked case, for the
negative correlation defect model, corresponding to G=1.4 x 101scm-3sec-1. The
parameter sets have low capture cross section ratios of charged tail states to neutral
tail states (< 5). Ratios larger than 1000 have been used by others, in simulating
photoconductivity to compensate for the large differences between the theoretical and
experimental values for T < 150"I< [81].
This close agreement over a wide temperature range (420°K > T > 125OI<) was
obtained without invoking additional phenomena, as have been done by previous
investigators. An electron sensitizer was introduced by Gu et al. [I171 to explain and
model the thermal quenching effect in temperature dependent photoconductivity.
Safe hole traps [I181 [I191 and energy dependent capture cross sections for the tail
states [80] were invoked by McMahon et al. to explain the light soaking effect and to
sirnulate temperature dependent photoconductivity, respectively. The safe hole traps
were thought to be located 0.4-0.5 eV above the valence band eclge and have long
occupancy times for trapped holes. They were thought to be the source of metastable
dangling bonds induced by light soaking. Hopping transport models were invoked
by previous authors to explain the activated photoconductivity at low temperatures

T < 250" I< [17]. Also, light induced donors [80] or defect pool models [lI.] [Is], which
have three different dangling bonds, were suggested for metastable defect formation.
The work presented here uses a single model to explain all observed phenomena
and does not req uire that additional effects be added to explain the data.
6 .

Conclusions
Bar-Yam et. al's theoretical calculation [7] yielded effective cclrrelation energies

which can be either positive or negative. The negative

U E f f

dangling bonds are

not detected from measurements such as ESR. Thus, it is necessary to compare the
ca:lculated results for the positive

U E f

with those for the negative

U E f

by assuming

that all dangling bonds are of the same type. We will describe the observations which
give us clues to decide the sign of

U E f f .

The light soaking effect study revealed that, for the positive

U E f f

model, the

factors affected by light soaking are the total dangling bond den.sity, the effective
co:rrelation energy of the dangling bonds, and the center energy of the dangling bonds.
There was a small influence on the Urbach slope of the valence band tail and the width
of dangling bonds. However, for the negative

E E f

model, light soaking produces a

small change in the total dangling bond density and a large change in the Urbach slope
of valence band tail, while the other factors are affected only slightly. Experiments
show that the Urbach slope of the valence band tail does not change appreciably as
a result of light soaking.

Park et. a1 have reported experimental results [58] on the saturation of the lightinduced defect density in a-Si:H. They measured the subgap optical absorption spectra
using the constant photocurrent method (CPM) [39] and converted the integral of the
exlcess absorption to defect density by an empirical formula [44]. Their results show
that the ratios between the defect density for as-grown case and thle saturated defect
density after light soaking for 40-5000 hours (Ns,s,t/~Vs,)lie between 19 and 108.
The 90 hours of light exposure for the experimental data we used for the parameter
estimation is within the range of the light soaking time for Park et. al's experiment.

Our estimated results show that iV,,s,t/~lTs,
for the positive UEFF is 57. This ratio
is within the range of ratios measured by Park et. al. However, the ratio for the
negative UEFFcase, estimated as 2.4, is outside of the range.
Our results show that the negative U E f model yields good agreement between the
calculated photoconductivity curve and the experimental values for the as-grown case,
while there is poor agreement for the light soaked a-Si:H. The positive U E f model
gave very good agreement for both as-grown and light soaked a-Si:H over the full
teinperature range above 125"IC. In addition, the shift in the center of the dangling
bond energy toward mid-gap observed for the positive UEFFcase is in agreement with
experiment.
These results leads us to support the positive U E f model more than the negative

U1:f model.
Using the calculations based on the two parameter sets, the dilTerent recombination processes and the charge densities are explained. In addition, the most efficient
reczombination centers and the dominant charge densities have been identified in several distinctive temperature ranges. The following results are based on calculations
for the positive U E f model, which yielded better agreement with the experimental values than the negative U E f f model, especially for the light, soaked case. In
most temperature ranges, the recombination through the conduction band tail and
the D-lo level are the dominant recombination mechanisms. However, in the light
so*zkedcase at high temperatures, recombination through the D+1° level is dominant
over the other recombination paths, due to the shift of the dangling bond energies
toward the center of the band gap.
In the low temperature region, recombination through conduction band tail is
dominant. For the as-grown case, the charge in the valence and conduction band
talls is dominant. For the light soaked case at high generation rates (G = 1.4 x
1018cm-3sec-1), the charge in the valence band tail and the negatively charged dangling bonds is dominant.

In the intermediate temperature region, the recombination through the conduction
ba.nd tail is still dominant at high generation rates, and at low- generation rates

(G: = 1.4 x l ~ ~ ~ c r n - ~ s e cFor
- ~the
) . light soaked case, the reconlbination through
D.-I0 level exceeds the recombination through the conduction band tail. For the asgrown case, the charge in the valence band tail and the negatively charged dangling
bonds are dominant, while in light soaked case the negatively charged dangling bonds
are dominant.
In the high temperature region, for the as-grown case, the recombination through
the conduction band tail becomes dominant, while for light soaked case the recombina.tion through D+1° level is dominant. For as-grown case, the cha,rge density in the
valence band tail and the negatively charged dangling bonds are dominant. However,
for the light soaked case, the negatively charged dangling bonds and the positively
charged dangling bonds are dominant.
The calculations show that factors which are affected by light soaking are the total
da.ngling bond density, UEjj, and DCENTER.The dangling bond diistribution and the
slopes of the band tails do not play an important role in making the ~?hotoconductivity
curve monotonic when a-Si:H is light soaked.
This work has resulted in the most comprehensive and self-consistent material
pa.rameter set which is available to date for as-grown and light soaked a-Si:H.
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